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PER CURIAM:
The appellant was originally convicted, contrary to his pleas, of two specifications of violating a general order—the Navy’s sexual harassment regulation—and two specifications of abusive sexual contact, in violation of Articles

United States v. Shields, No. 201600133 (Further Review)
92 and 120, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), 10 U.S.C. §§ 892 and
920 (2012). 1 The adjudged and approved sentence consisted of a bad-conduct
discharge.
In United States v. Shields, 77 M.J. 621 (N-M. Ct. Crim. App. 2018), we
set aside the guilty findings for both abusive sexual contact specifications and
affirmed the appellant’s convictions for violating the sexual harassment regulation. We also set aside the sentence and authorized a rehearing on the abusive sexual contact specifications and the sentence or on the sentence alone.
The case was returned to the convening authority for action consistent with
our opinion.
On 7 January 2019, the convening authority determined that a rehearing
for findings on the abusive sexual contact specifications was impracticable
and dismissed them without prejudice. Rather than order a rehearing on sentence for the sexual harassment specifications, in accordance with RULE FOR
COURTS-MARTIAL 1107(e)(2)(C)(iii), MANUAL FOR COURTS-MARTIAL, UNITED
STATES (2016 ed.), the convening authority approved a sentence of no punishment.
The appellant once again raises an issue, which we considered in our previous opinion and ruled against him. Specifically, relying upon his original
arguments before this court, he contends that the sexual harassment specifications failed to state an offense because the Navy’s sexual harassment general order had been cancelled. For the reasons stated in our previous opinion,
see Shields, 77 M.J. at 628-30, upon further review, and after careful consideration of the record, we have determined that the approved findings and
sentence are correct in law and fact and that no error materially prejudicial
to the appellant’s substantial rights occurred. Articles 59 and 66, UCMJ, 10
U.S.C. §§ 859, 866.
The findings and sentence as approved by the convening authority are
AFFIRMED.
FOR THE COURT:

RODGER A. DREW, JR.
Clerk of Court

The members acquitted the appellant of an additional sexual harassment specification, and four additional abusive sexual contact specifications.
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